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Closet Loyout Tips
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1. Center Stack
lnstall one shelf at 85-1/2 in (2,2m\ that runs
the entire perimeter of your closet lo maximize
upper storage Add shelf stacks for sweaters,
linens, and other items that don't hang.

When slacking 3 or more shelves over each olhei use Suppod Posts
Suppod Posls rre pre-ddlled lo space srelves 14" apad
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2. Double Hang
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Double hang is the quickest way to get more
closet space lf your wardrobe consists of moslly
skirts, shirts, slacks and blouses, you can double
your hanging space. Place one Superslide@
shelf at 85-1/2 in (2,2 m) high and another
below it at 42 in (1,1 m) for correct double
hang heights.
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3. Long Hang
For long hang, place the shelf al71-112
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4. Shoe Storage
5

Accessible shoe storage is key to an organized
closel. Choose from a variety of shoe racks
that can be used on the floor, over a door, or
hung from a shelf Or, create shoe shelves
using inverted Superslide@ shelving suppofted
by shoe shelf supports
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5. Storage Drawers
Use drawers to store socks, belts, purses and
things that don't hang or sit well on shelves
Drawer frames are available in 30 in (76,2 cm)
and 42 in (1,1 m) heights and drawers in 4 in.
(10,2 cm), 7 in. (17,8 cm), and 11 in (27,9 cm)
depths Allow adequate clearance for drawers,
especially in closets with sliding doors
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Sketch the layout of your closet on the grid below to assist you in determining needed hardware. Refer to Closet Layout Tips for helpful information.
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Preporing Your Closet
Set a date. Mark a day on your
calendar and set aside a few hours
to de-clutter your old closet and
dream about the new one.

Upper shelf height

85 t"
(2,18 m)

71 t"

Break out the tape measure.
Get the necessary dimensions of
the space for your new closet system.
You'll need these measurements when
you start to explore the possibilities.
Get some boxes and bags.

Double hang heighl

You'll need them to sort and
categorize items from your closet.
Then take them to the thrift store,

the attic or the curb
Grab the vacuum cleaner.
Those corners you haven't seen in
years will need some cleaning. Once
the dust has cleared, you'll be ready
to ieorganize.
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Choose Your Shelving Type
SuperSlide@

Shelf & Rod

Close Mesh

With
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Wires ore closer fogether lo keep smo I ilems from lipping
16 in {40,6 cm) & 20 in (50,8 cml depths

the oddilion of SuperS ide hordwore, hongers slide heely
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Pontry/Linen/Utility
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Choose A Mounring System
ShelfTrqck' Adiustoble AAount

Fixed Mount

The cd justoble system thot chonges with
your sloroge needs.

The originol, economicol slorcge syslem.
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Clroose Your Hordwqre

Choose Your l-lordwore

I Hong Trock
I Stondord
Q Brocket
E Closet Rod
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Closet Rod Support
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Support Brocket
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woll clip
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Insiollotion Guide: ShelfTrock

A Closet Rod
E Closet Rod Support
E Closet Rod Cop
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Shelf End Cop
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Instollotion Guide: Fixed Mount
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Free Closet Design Service -

Wire Shelving

Indicate below all information which applies to your storage project, and fax this sheet to 866-485-5091.
Our designers will create a custom ClosetMaid@ design and parts list for you to fill at your neaiest retailer.
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Ghoose a mounting system:

rixed Mount
. Basic
. Permanent
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What type and size of
storage space do you have?
Please provide the floor-to-ceiling (height),
sideto-side (width) and fronlto-back
(depth) dimensions of your closet area or
storage space. (lf you have an irregularly
shaped closet, please provide a sketch
with dimensions on a separate sheet.)
lf you have an idea of the storage design
you want, sketch it on a separate sheet
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Wtrere is the storage space?

I

What type of doors
does your closet have?
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Bi-Fold

Master Bedroom
Spare Bedroom
Children's Bedroom
Linen Closet
Pantry
Laundry
Coat Closet
Home Office

Sliding (By-Pass)
Pocket
Standard (Swing Out)
Standard (Swing In)

Provide the width of the door to your
walk-in closet and the width of the wall
on either side, as viewed from inside of
the closet.
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How much hanging space do
you need for long garments?
None required
Fewer than 10 oieces
'10-20 pieces, no bulky items
'10-20 pieces, mix of bulky items

More than 20 oieces

How much space do you need
for stackable or folded items?
None required
Need space for linens

(closet doubles as linen closet)

Need some space for boxes,
folded clothes and accessories
Need a lot of space for
stacking items

How much shoe
storage do you need?
None required
1-10 oairs
1 '1-20 pairs
21-30 pairs
More than 30 pairs
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Fax this sheet to:
866-485-5091
Toll-Free
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E-mail
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Please provide your e-mail address so we can e-mail your design and parts list to you immediately upon completion

All cuslomer information is used to complele your design and will not be shared or sold to any other parties

Fax or Mail Your Design Requests:
Fax: 866-485-5091 Mail: ClosetMaid@ Closet Designs | 650 SW 27th Avenue I Ocala, FL34471
1

-800-874-0008 | www.closetmaid.com
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